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Marathon . winner
falls at finish line
The men’s winner of
the 2006 Chicago Marathon
shocked spectators and race
officials Sunday morning
after he tripped and fell just
behind the-fifush line.
According to the Chicago
Sun Times, Robert Cheruiyot,
a ^Kenyan citizen, was
approaching the finish line
when suddenlyTie fell on ¡tSi
back and hit his head.
The runnejijWho officially
finished in a time of 02:07:35,
was admitted to a. Chicago
hospital for observation.
Under USA Track and
Field rules^i runner does nor
win until hismerforso crossffl
the finish line.
In the women’s category,
Berhane Adere, of Ethiopia,
$on with a time of 02:20:42.

Want to breathe
World Cup air? Not
so fast^ says Chinese
government®
A Chinese entrepreneur
hoping to make a fast buck,
applied for a permit from the
Chinese government to sell air
supposedly gathered from the
World Cup soccer stadium,
but was denied, according to
CNN.com.
Li lie issuing the nation’s
trade bureau for not allowing
him to pursue the gimmick.
As the CEO of the Lunar
Assembly to China, Li Jie
also vied to sell land on the
moon.
The bags of air were
reportedly going to be sold
for $6.30 in American dollars.
The man also wanted to sell
air from Beijing because
it hosts the 2008 Summer
Olympics,
According to CNN, the
man hoped buyers would hang
the small bags around their
necks so they could breathe
the air in as they watched the
World Cup soccer matches. '

Junior Kinp DeMint is treated as a "victim "In Birchard Gymnasium as part of a regional em ergency response and man
agement drill last Saturday. Over 50 Olivet students participated as victim s in the drill, w hich used the gym as a field
hospital.
. -v n.;,
Photo by Denton Hird / Images Editor

Olivet hosts regional
emergency response drill
By Kevin Sandell

7 a.m., the victims were given I’m dying!” Each victim
a preprinted laminated card was assigned a color coding
listing their chief complaint H- green, yellow, red or black
Nearly 50 Olivet students
and vital signs. Upon receiving - based on the triage scale,
suffered through simulated
the cards, the “victims” headed where mass casualties are
injuries and even death while
to a locker room where their evaluated on their symptoms.
participating in a regional
faces and extremities were Each color represents an
emergent^ management drill
plastered with fake blood, dirt increasing severity level, and
held Saturday, Oct. 21 at
aind small splinters of Wood to black means deceased.
Birchard Gymnasium and a
simulate flying debris hitting
Once evaluated, each
local water park. The drill was*
them.
“Victim”
was told to move
meant to gauge response time,
Once outside, the victims to one of three large, colored
treatment of mass casualties
were told to scatter around the tarps based on their triage
and communication among
pool deck and act as if they color. There, they continued
Kankakee County’s emergency
were severely wounded when to act hysterical, plead for
services and state authorities^
emergency personnel arrived. help or lay unconscious.
The scenario involved
Several.victims, whose faces One by one, each victim was
a tornado hitting the Splash
were painted a ghoulish transported by an ambulance
Valley Aquatic Park, located
white, played the role of dead to Riverside Hospital or
off U.S. Highway 45, where
bodies.
Provena St. Mary’s Hospital
a group of 150 people had
The
first
firefighters in downtown Kankakee. Over
gathered who were “hyured”
arrived approximately 15 10 local fire departments
by the disaster. “Victims” had
Shebelievestheparamedics minutes later, and immediately and their ambulance services
broken bones, amputations
found
her such a nuisance that began assessing the casualties participated in the drill.
and chest pain.
they
treated
her faster than dispersed around the park.
Olivet graduate student,
The victims were played
other
patients.
Five victims lay along the Chris Gibson, played a victim
by Olivet and local high
After being transported to walls’ in the drained pool.
School students, paramedic
See Drill> PAGE #2
trainees and students from the the water park by school bus at Patients’* yelled, “Help me!
News Editor

Kankakee Area Career Center.
Others also played the role of
frantic family members, and
friend^,, searching for loved
ones at Birchard, where many
victims were transported.
One “victim,’« junior?
Rayanna Tressler, played the
role of a confused diabetic?:
whose blood sugar skyrocketed
after the disaster. Even after
firefighters had triaged her,
Tressler continued to stay
vocal, hoping to add to the
scene’s confusion.
“The firefighters ... dealt
with me a little better when
they figured out what was
.supposed to be wrong with
me,” Tressler said. “I was not
|tery cooperative. I ... did not
Stop asking questions.”
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DRILL

confusion as to who needed to
be moved ... first.** ¿8?
<CONTINUED FROM PAGE #1
In the scenario, both
hospitals were filled to
complaining of chest pain, an
capacity, so the victim overflow
automatically
“red-coded’*
went to Birchard. According
patient. Yet, he says , during
to Olivet’s Director of Public
his “treatment,” he noticed
Safety Craig Bishop, a real#
responders seemed confused.
life disaster in Kankakee could
“When the exercise went
definitely overwhelm local
underway, it .started off slow,
resources and create the need
and then the [victims] started
for Olivet’s ^ampus to be used
to'get moved to the hospitals ,”
as a field hospital or staging
Gibson said. “But towards the
area for responders.
end, I thought that there seemed
Isjside the gym, cots were
to be a lack of motivation and
laid out. in rows so medical
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personnel, could easily treat
each patient. A pharmacy and
laboratory were also added to
be more realistic. Personnel
wearing colored reflective
¡wests with various printed
titles on them walked around
assessing patients.
Senior Jason Athialy feels
that the drill worked out kinks
in Kankakee’s emergency
response system.
“ Although nothing can
truly prepare anyone for a
real disaster, practicing the

immediate response plan Can
greatly increase the awareness
of all those involved, giving
them a greater understanding
of what they will need to do
when the time comes*! he
said.
According to Bishops
two years ago, the campus
community experienced a
smaller drill in assisting the
Bourbonnais Fire Department.
In this scenario, Chapman Hall ;
was the only building used to
act out a fire-rescue.

tor. Bowling responds to concerns
about chapel expense
ByJenny Young

Executive Editor ¿spost the university nothing in

The chapel may include a “phenomenal.”
years to come. Referencing 100-foot cros|| Administrators
“In two conversations, ! had
University President Dr. Chalfant Hall, hesaid,||lti the also plan to purchase a pipe $11 million,” he said.
John Bowling met with a last hundred years, we haven’t organ at the request of a $5
Dr. Bowling also responded
• group of concemedRtudentS spent a dollar on chapel.”
million donor in honor of his to-concerns that Olivet should
and members of the Associated
•He said the university would late wife.
Invest more into meeting
Students Council on Tuesday build a facility that will last,
Administrators have already ppmmunity and global needs.
to answer questions related without choosing excessively reduced the !expense by He said the university’s main
to the estimated $22 million elaborate building materials. choosing to cap enrollment mission is to rise up social
Centennial Chapel project.
He said the drawing published at 2,200 students. Because of workers, nurses, etc. to
Dr. Bowling told students in the Oct. 16B§>ue of the this, the chapel will provide populate thé areas of society. y
that the average church spends. GlimmerGlass was only - an seating for 9,000 people h “We’re part of the Church^
two to three times its annual architect’§ idea, and the chapel instead of 3,300, which was but we are not a church,” he
operating budget to build a will-not look like that. He also their original plan.
said.
new facility, whereas Olivet mentioned that the university
Dr. Bowling encouraged
Brittney Brown, Executive
rMi spending far less. The. has been in contact with a students to avoid what he Editor of the Aurora, attended
university’s annual operating construction company to seek called an “ejther-or mentality,*’ . the meeting. She said, “I
budget
$62 million. If fsvays to reduce the cost.
:saymg the university is not think if Shows how much [Dr.
Olivet followed thipstandard,
Dr. Bowling did, howeverjP neglecting other meeds on Bowling] cares about u ||th at
they would spend an estimated reference the Temple of the campus.
he was willing to meet with
$120 million,; he says.
Old Testament, s ^ p tg -it was
H ‘In the last 10 years, we us and address our concern^
Dr. Bowleg encouraged elaborately constructed as a . have spent a lot more than $23* <‘T think it was very helpful
student^! to test the cost of S y mbolic place of worship. million on hou§Sg;” he said.
if people were listening with
construction with the life One student arguedJgStudent^ . In addition, he tolqitudeiits, willing ears.”
of the building. He f&ys the are the ¡Symbol« not the that since his arrival to Olivej:,
. The Centennial Campaign
cost is paid up front and will building,’*^;
the . university . has given Committee has currently raisetf
about $200 million to needy $16 million. They hope to
Exciting S ervices a t
■students.
raise $18 million before going
Kankakee F irst C hurch of the N azarene
Dr. Bowling also said the .public [with the campaign],’*!
with D r . E dward Heck
unilgrsity’s money is not the Dr. Bowling Said.
reasoajpolj the chapel, but
Although he provided
S unday S c h o o l & W o r s h ip S e r v ic e s
rather
the
chapel
is
the
reason
reasons
and explanations for
9 :0 0 am &If 0 :3 0 am
for the money.
the cost, Dr. Bowling told
E v e n in g S erv ice
“It’s not like we have $25 students, “Nobody is saying
___________
6:OO pm ____________ .
million®tting h ere||h ^^y si-:. $22 million is not a lot of ;
Dr. Bowling said the money.”
B ible S tudy & P rayer Meetin g
response from donors has been
W ed n esd a y s - 7 : 0 0 pm - R o o m s 10 1 -1 0 2
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S tu d en ts get read y for co stu m e party
By Stephanie Simpson
Variety writer

during lunch in Ludwig. This
guarantees students a chance
to participate.
Tonight, Social Committee
“We are putting a greater
will host the annual Candy
emphasis on the costume
Costume party at Hidden Cove.
contest this year, but all the
This year, the committee has
great Hidden Cove activities
focused more attention on the
are||iure to keep everyone
costume contest, according to busy,” Hart said.
Vice President of Social Life
In fact, many have already
Barb Hart.
coordinated
their attire in
From 7:30 to
anticipation,
10:30 p.m. "We are putting a
of the affair,
s t u d e n t s greater emphasis on
Ifm
can enjoy
going
to be
C a r a m e l the costume contest
Tinkerbelle^
a p p 1 e s , this year, but all the
freshma n
s ’mor e s ;
N
i c o 1e
a s s o r t e d great Hidden Cove
Colbert said.
candy, and activities are sure
“This
wjl|:
a
; pizza
be
a
great
to keep everyone
buffet while
chance for
d eco ratin g busy."
my Mends
pumpkins? »-BARB HART
and me to .
playing
just be silly.’fl
miniature
In
golf Hand
years past,
practicing their video arcade
Students have dressed as
skills- .. v ; ■n
faculty ’ members;
Olivet'
For $4, or $2 with a Student
Student identification cards?
Discount Cardjg' party goers
a “Tupperware party!’ and
may also hit the^driving range
various cartoon characters.
or take a hay ride.
Thi'sy|p?s'categoriesinclude
The costume contest will
lbok-a-likeS; most creative*
begin at 8:15 p.m. For the first
m<pt pathetic! best couple and
tim ejl sign-up# for different
best overall group of three or
categories’ are
available! more.

Chris Sanders (red) and Chris Ross (green) give their fellow students a good laugh as
they show off their flashy costum es at last year's Candy Costum e Fest at Hidden Cove.
This year's party is tonight from 7:30 till 10:30 p.m. Students w ill be eligible to enter the
costum e contest under a variety o f judg ing categories.
Photo by Denton Hird

Participants will be eligible
to win concert ticket's,' f-shirts,
CDs, gift certificates and candy.
The grand prize is ^ p tie k e ts

liV liiyjc.

PAÌO Ji

Are you a college student who is looking fo r

y[

A paid internship opportunity that w ill stand
out on a resum e?

yf

A custom-designed learning curriculum that
could earn you college credit?

yf

A chance to gain experience with a worldrenowned company and gain transferable
skills?

V

An opportunity to meet people from around
the world, make lifelong friends, and have fun?

A s a part of the D isney College Program at the W alt Disney W orld® R esort near Orlando, F L par
ticipants can experience an internship of a lifetim e. V isit our W eb site and d isco ver why the Disney
College Program is an opportunity you just can t m iss! •
Viewing a presentation is required to be eligible for an interview. Log onto our W eb site to view
our presentation schedule and find out'w hen w e will b e on a cam pus near you!
Log on and view our online E-Presentation

Scheduling conflict?'

http://w dw collegeprogram ecard.com /epresentation/!

EOE • Drawing Creativity from Diversity • ©Disney060525701

to the “Live Love Tour” with
Superchic[k], Sanctus Real,
John Reuben and more.
Some students are anxious
to show off the costumes
they’ve put together.
•' “I’m not telling anyone
what I’m going to be. They’ll
just have to wait and see. It’s
going to be great thought
Dale Motz, a hopeful attendee,
said. “pEm ready for the party

U uffy
A u to S e rv ic e
p C e n te rs

to begin!”
Senior Amy Kistner expects
this year’s party to be just as
fun as last year’s,
“It is an awesome time for
Olivetians to get together,”
she says, “Last year I went
as Mimi from Drew Carey.
The costume contest is a riot
because you never know what
people are going to come
dressed as.”

577 William Latham Drive
Bourbonnais, IL 60914
815-929-1866
Hours:
Mon - Fri: 8:00 am - 6:00 pm
Sat: 8:00 am - 4:00 pm

10% Discount
for students & faculty
University ID required
Offering Complete Automotive Repair!
We Fix Cars and Treat You Right!
Com puter Diagnostics Engine,Transm ission,
General M ain ten an ce,.„an d m uch more!
Special Rates on Towing Service
Car Care One, 90 Days Same as Cash
Visit us on the web at: www.tuffy.com

disneycolIegeprogram.com
_____________________________

Alumni-owned & operated!
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Students form chain along Magnificent Mile
By Tracy Wangler
I P ; !;
Variety writer

A sea o f blue lined
Chicago’s Michigan Avenue
Sunday, Oct. 15 as area college
students gathered in the form
of a human chain holding
signs that urged others to “end
the genocide in Darfur now.”
The overall goal of the
afternoon ^starting at 3 p.m.
and lasting until 5 p.m. -was
to be a visual representation
of the need for the United
Nations to send peacekeepers
to Sudan’s Darfur.
A group of about nine Olivet
students participated in the
two hour rally alongside
S.T.A.N.D. -Students Take
Action Now Darfur- on the
four main blocks of Michigan
Avenue.
“It was an amazing
opportunity to get involved
and experience a whole day of
political fun,” senior Angela
Beauvais said.
Participants were also
members of an unofficial illub

on campus called the Students
for Social Justice organized by
Beauvais,LindseyBailey,Ryan
Quanstrom and Marcus Winn.
The' leaders learned about
STAND at last year’s Federal
Seminar, a conference held by
the National Association for
Evangelicals in Washington,
D.C., and formed their own
chapter upon return.
Since this event could not
be a public demonstration,
the near one hundred people
participating had to stand at
least three feet apart on the
eight lane road. Standing amid
cars and even buses driving by,
students waited for someone
to stop and ask their reason for
gathering.
Officially called “United
We Stand Against Genocide,”
members met at Northwestern
University, listening to a
seminar before buying their
light blue t-shirts and heading
out,
*fplt was so cool to look
down the street and see so

many light blue or ‘UN blue’
colored shirts and know that
those represented people who
care, who get that life is about
caring for others and showing
love and support through,
tangible actions,” Bailey said.

effective,” Beauvais said;“So
far, 400,000 have been killed
and 2.5 million have been
pushed to flee to neighboring
Chad. But1now, the Jujaweed
are invading there too. Clearly,
the importance of thisgtesue is

with the [‘end genocide in
Darfur now’] signsiil |
Eventually, the rally
got people curious,, asking
questions and inquiring how
they coûld join in.
: “ [It’s] easy to think you can’t
make a difference,
but people took the
time to think about
"The genocide of civilians by a government
something
they
supported group called the Jujaweed is seen
normally; wouldn’t^»
as the Holocaust of our time.The United Nafl Beauvais i§aid. “And
that *fs a big step in
tions is doing very little to help there. And
theisituation.”
that little is not being effective."
Coming up Nov,
15 |# a n opportunity
»-ANGELA BEAUVAIS
for anyone interested
to get involved. It is a
Students spent the morning urgent,.
November Call-In Day, which
Bailey notes how differently means individuals ï|a n call
trying to. inform people of what
bystanders
responded to the their elected officials to ask
is going on in Darfur and why
rally.
it is important;
for additional money toward
“It was awesome to see the peacekeeping in Darfur to
“The genocide of civilians
by a government supported reaction oMgllow Chicagoans protect innocent civilians in
group called the Jujaweed is driving by and walking by.'uki 2007.
seen as the Holocaust of our some seemed interested and
For more information go to]
time. The United Nations is asked us what Was going on, SaveDarfur.org. or contact the
doing "very little to help there. yet others tried as hard as they Chicago Coalition.
And that little is not being could to make no eye contact

R.O.T.C. teams compete for trophy
By Kevin Sandell
Newseditor

Olivet’s
Army
R.O.T.C. Ranger Challenge
teams competed in their
culminati(|ti event: the regional
Ranger Challenge competition,
at Ft. McCoy, Wis., from Oct.
13-15 and performed better
than last year’s teams. Olivet
sent two teams» one more than
last year - including an all
female team - to the event.
The annual 36-hour
experience is one of the most
grueling physical challenges an
R.O.T.C, cadet can accomplish
in his/her four-year cbllege
career: This, year, the ONU
nine-person team earned 5th
place out of 21 schools. Last
year, the team earned 6th place.
The all-female team, made up
of five cadets, "earned 1st place
in this year’s competition.
Olivet battled schools

from four midwestem states,
including the University of
Michigan, Purdue University,
Marquette University, ; and
the University of Illinois—
Chicago.

"It's amazing what they'll .
put themselves through. It
makes you proud to be a
part of it a i r
»-PAUL HOUK

. Considered
the
“varsity sport’B of; R.O.T.C.,
Ranger Challenge teams are
required to complete certain
tasks, such as a Humvee pull,
building and crossing a onerope bridge, participating in
a physical fitness- test, land

It’s a ZOO Out There
mme Amways, we
e m r Mtmjme m e smees

navigation,an obstacle course,
weapons disassembly and
ending with a 10k road march
on Sunday morning.
Olivet graduate; student, Paul
Houk, is a cadet with the

program and while he did hot
compete in Ranger Challenge,
he^till felt the two teams were
Very accomplished. .
“It’s amazing what
they’ll
put
themselves
through,II Houk said. “It
makes you proud to be a part

of it all.’^l*
In order to prepare for
theweekenckthe team membere*
had physical training five days
a week, as well ^additional
weapons Imping and practice
pulling a Humvee. While their
training was intense, the 30degree temperatures during
the competition ^stifl proved
difficult to endure. Y etithe
camaraderie arriohg group
members and support staff was
what attested to their success^
according to female team
member, junior KimMasten.
|lfT h e tabamaraderie is
amazing,” she ¿aid. “I have
to mention the great Support
staff though. They’rè a group
of volunteérs who came just to
motivate us, [and] they gave
up their whole weekend^™
Kasten said tSe teams’
solidarity even allowed them

By Chris Sanders and Brad Krohe

to create a name and theme
$ong.
¿¡“It in ||ires you to
push j vmrs&lij to the limits,
j|yhich|ll| exactly rWhat each
of us did,"” Kasten said.
The nine-person team
Was comprised of juniors-Kyle
H a iti Matt Boersema;®Alex
Dial, Ryan Bivins and Colby
Bowser; Sophomores Matt
Wheeler, Caleb SteWart and
Trenton Gunter; and freshman
Brad Morse.’ .Jordan Maurer
seeved as an alternate. On the
five-person female team was
senior! Katie Bushard'gjuniors
Stacy Granger^ Kim Kasten,
Lori Kuyt, Meredith Morris;
and
freshman
Brooklyn
Taylor.

A&E
G

l im m e r

G
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What will Dave review next? Submit your
requests at glimmerglass.olivet.edu.

Dinner and a Movie
The A d v e n t u r e s o f the f i l m / f o o d critic D a v e
Fowler continue with a review o f
“T h e L a k e H o u s e a n d P a p a J o h n s P i z z a .
”

extra price.
That covers the food,
but what about drinks? Oh,
I’m sorry, are drinks a touchy
issue for you now' that pop
machines charge you $1,25?
Wipe that tear off your cheek,
my grand moff, for I have secret
information for you. College
Church sells 12 oz cans for
only 50 cents. It doesfi’t take a
Ferengi to figure out this one.
Would you rather spend $1.25
on a 20 oz. bottle or $1.00 for
two 12 oz. cans? Free yourself
from the clqtches of the Olivet
pop machines and buy your
pop at College Church. You’ll

Keanu Reeves and
Sandra Bullock, that lovable
duo from “Speed,’’.are at it
again; only this time there’s an
out of control mailbox instead
of a bus.
The characters, who
live at two different times,
interact with each other by
placing letters in a mailbox,
their only link to each other.
After writing back and forth,
they fall in love. The only
complication between the two
A&E columnist
is the- gap of time. "Will they
Sit down, my friend.
ever find each other? You
Make yourself comfortable.
must watch it to find out.
I think we’ve reached that
I was interested in the
point in our
epistem ological
relationship
paradoxes of the
that I can he Keanu Reeves and Sandra Bullock,
movie as it delves
open with
into the spacethat loveable duo from "Sp eed" are time continuum
you.
with , no regard
at it ag ain ; o n ly |h is tim e there's an
You
see,
to physics. The
not a ll' of out of control m ailbox instead of a
movie also had
us at Olivet
some interesting
bus.
are
rich
shot composition.
“millionaires
In particular,
who own
I enjoyed the
mansions with closets biggef be glad you did. Oh, and incase juxtapQsition of Sandra and
than most people’s bedrooms. you didn’t already notice, it’aj Keanu as they “take a .walk
Sometimes* we can’t afford to called pop, not soda.
together” at the same place, but
For less than $20, you during two different times.
go to 'it nice restaurant and a
.
can order a medium pizza; a
movie.
■ “The Lake House” will
Don’t be so downcast, small pizzafl plenty of drinks make you wonder about your
Then, own life — how things in the
my faithful reader, for there is and rent a movie.
hope. Good ole’ Papa John during open dorms, you can past can influence and shape
will always pull through." If cuddle next to your significant your future. Perhaps you will
you have a discount card, other, whether it’s a person or meet your true love here on
you can order one pizza from a teddy bear, and enjoy a good campus, at the convenience of
Papa John’s mid the next size meal with a movie.
your mailbox.
The movie Irented was
smaller comes free. Free!
Did you hear that? “The Lake House?’ My good
There is nothing more friend known as “E” describes
liberating for a pizza than to it as a romantic movie that
burst from the confines of that guys can get into due to the
wretched cardboard box at no sci-fi element' I agree.

On behalf of the staff and management of Thomas David Salons, we welcome you to anther
exciting and fun filled year at ONU. As a student, you are entitled to special discounts all
year long. Simply bring a copy of this ad in with your student ID.

Save 15% on all regular priced services
for both women and men. Save 20% on
all regular priced products.

Local haunted house
scares community
By Steven Held
A&E writer

St. Patrick’s Haunted
House is a growing attraction
in the Kankakee area. Kids'
from the local community,
college students and adults'
from as far as Bloomington
come to get a good scare.
This is the seventh year that
Aquinas Catholic Academy
has hosted the haunted
house. Kathleen Slavift, the
Chairperson of the Haunted
House Committee commented
on its widespread attraction.
l^l’Last year we had
approximately 3,000 people
go through the haunted
housed; she said, “and it gets
better and better every year.’.’
Volunteers from the
community do all of the
labor needed to put the
house together. AroundHoO
people put in time building,
advertising and supervising
the haunted house. The
students of the school also
volunteer their time.
These kids have many
different roles in the house.
One helps visitors find their
way out of a room that
has plenty of doors but no
apparent exit. Others will
follow and then make their
presence known when least
expected. Plenty jump out
from fake walls or blind
comers.
The haunted house also

features rooms that test the
Visitors’ basic ability to walk.
For example, there'is a tunnel
with revolving walls. The
perception of spinning makes
balance nearly impossible to
maintain. At one point, an
elevator that is believed to
be going down gives anyone
inside a good challenge at not
flying into one another.
Near the end of the journey
through the haunted house,
visitors have to get on their
hands and knees to make it
through the very low tunnels.
Minimal special effects
are used in the haunted house.
For example, it is almost
impossible for visitors to
make out if the monster sitting
in the chair smiling.at them is
real or not until it jumps out at
them. One of the last rooms is
a large area with masks along
the walls. Some of the masks
have real people behind them
and some are just nailed on
the wall.
Admission to the haunted
house is seven dollars.
A coupon for a dollar off
is available online at the •
haunted house’s website,
hautedhighschool.org.
Memorabilia, drinks and
candy are available to make
the wait in line seem shorter.
For further information,
contact Slavin at 815347-3003 or by email at
tomslavin@comcast.net.

Computer Specialist
We accept VISA and
Mastercard.

815 - 933-6067

668 N. Convent St., Bourbonnais, IL
Located Northeast corner o f Kroger Plaza

Make your appointment on line at

www.thomasdavidsalons.com
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O rp heus e n te rta in s O livet com m unity
ByJessica Porter

the show], we’d still do it,”
Chastain said.
As the title suggested||
With music, dancing and
comedy, the Orpheus Chou- the show offered a variety of
performed their annual variety entertainment. The audience
skits,
show last Friday and Saturday enjoyed • “dancing,
singing, parodies and both
in Kresge Auditorium.
Choir members have comical and artistic sketches.
entertained
the
Olivet Over the years, the variety
community with this event show has repeated some of
since the late 1950s. Dr. Jeff their audience^favorite acts.
• “There were a few [kctsM
Bell, Professor of Music and
the director of Orpheus choir that were repeats from whertl
says a l t ’s a cheap date and a I was in choir 25 years ago,”
fun time. It’f clean and good Bell Said.
This year, some repeated
for the community.”
features
included
ONU
The show is organized
Celebrity
Jeopardy,
which,;
mostly by the students with
featured
students
pretending
to
some guidance from Dr.
Bell. Along with other choir be the competitors: Chaplain
members, Jacob Chastain, the Benson, Richard Simmoi^ and
president of Orpheus, began Associate Profjllspr of History
preparations over the summer. and Political Science David
Van Heemst.
Auditions
O t h e r were held
within the "It's a cheap date and t r a d i t i o n s
in e l u d e d
first few
a
fun
time.
It's
clean
O lfjrav e t
weeks of
Update,
( S c h o o l . and good for the
a
news
The week
com
m
unity."
b
r
o
a
d
c
ast
before the
»-DR.
JE
F
F
B
E
LL
p
a
r
o
d
yH
show, choir
DIRECTOR OF ORPHEUS CHOIR
“He Leads
m em bers
Me
On,”
p racticed
a
musical
e v e r y
parody
of
night from
Olivet
dating;
7 p.m. to
and a piano
10 p.m.,
pulling their 'various acts number performed by. several
together. While this .week students and Dr. Bèll.
“The piano act was my
is stressful' and hectic, most
favorite because I liked
members do mot mind.
“This is where our hearts watching Dr. Bell run around,” ,
are. I think if no one came [to said Tim Kelley, a member of
A&E writer

O rp h e u sch o ir m em bers sport their 90's looks at the variety show last w eekend.

Photo by Denton Hird / Images Editor
Orpheuil|joif who performed on having fun and enjoying the Show is, guided by experienced
show rather than on individual upperclassman whose; faces!
with Dr. Bell.
Orpheu&fi are seen Bnore ‘ frequently
The show also featured some performance^ members
do
not
distribute
throughout the show, this year
pew and creative performances
including several parodies, programs or announce the the stage was filled with
names of performers.
many np\y face&as old.
dance?,-solos, and duets.'
“The freshmen were more
‘‘People
just
kind
of
check
Students, also enjoyed the
tallht of Luke Frame, who their egosjtt the door,” Dr. Bell willing to be involved,” Kelley
¿Said.
appeared in between' scenes said.
This year’s proceeds will go
Through
the
variety
show,
balancing variable objects, on
his chin including a six footl choir members get to know1-:' toward? a1tour in Anchorage,*
one another outside of regular Alaska, which the choir plans
table.
allow p jf take after graduation. TheyJ
“I thought he was really® choir ^fpctices,
new
member's
fpbeqgme
more will smg a tH ille lll Chucehof
entertaining and it was a greatway to fill in time, between ; involved and Interact witffl the Nazarene, home church of
Kelley. :
acts M sophomore political upperclassmen.
“Ithelps
to
create,
a
sense
of
science major, Sarah WrighCjj
community,” Chastain said..
said.
While traditionally the
To keeps the chon: focused

S tu d en ts p ra ise God through com edy
ByTracey W angler
A&E writer

Spoons for Forks is a
student-led improv troupe
Improvisational comedy
created on Olivet’s campus '
has been a long-standing
five years ago by Sarah Bean,
tradition that got its start
Brandon Vidt and Steven
in Chicago, 111. A group of
Foxworthy. At first it was just
students tapped into that
a one-time thing, but after
tradition and made it available the success of file show, they
to the people of Olivet by
ypeided to hold auditions and
forming the group known as
form a permanent troupe.
“Spoons for Forks.”

they rehearse the games that
Matt McMahan said.
These students use their
they will play in the show.
Improvisational
comedy
comedic talents to praise God.
Although an knprov group
The shows create a way for is all about building an
at. heart, Spoons
studeifl&i!
for Forks does ;
and
do‘ some opening
anyone
"Improvisational is fast, spontaneous,
sketches that
else that is
scary
arid
sometimes
funny,
too!
Who
are scripted,
interested,
but
other than
to enjoy
couldn't resist that?"
that, the show is
comedy
»-M ATT M CM AHAN
entirely made-up
that won’ton the spot.
have
ensemble :bf people McMahan
questionable contenffj^
says. The group has to get in
Spoons for Forks does
:Sync and literally be able to
improvisational shows that
read each other’s minds to
are comparable to the ABC
pull off «game supc&sfully.
Family television show,
“You can’t know what’s
“Whose Line is it Anyway?”
golig
to happen on the field
The group plays games
but you certainly can. prepare
and performs skits that are
yourself,” McMahan said.
based entirely on audience
Even though they are
¡Suggestions.
an improvisational group, '
“Without ah audience,
they do practice as much'
there is no improvisationelt’s
as possible. TheV try out
as simple asi that. That’s why
new and experimental
I am always so grateful to
improvisational games-at first,,
the people who come see our
showsj,’ senipr group member and as the show gets closer,',

-“Improvisational *
is fast,'spontaneous, scary and sometimes funny, too!
Who couldn’t resist that?”
McMahan says.
The public can see the next
show during homecoming
weekend on Nov.ll. The
group Is also creating a sketch
comedy show that they are
.planning to do in the spring.
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“Oh Lord, you have searched me and
you know me. Psalm 139:1

Get to know your cla ss chaplain
By Bethany Sackett
....:— Spiritual Life editor

low myself enough time, and
when I do have time, I’m too
tired to really focus. I under
stand what it means to be in
volved, but just be careful how
involved you get Make sure .
that the life’s clutter and life’s
noise doesn’t take priority over
God’s voice in your life. Stay
in-tune with God.

instilled Within me a desire
for an intimate, romantic
relationship, with Him. It is“
this sort of relationship that !
am passionate about sharing"
With my fellow graduates of
2009,

servant of His people. That is
a prayer that I’ve been praying
for a few years, and I’ve begun
to notice recently how God is
changing the way that I ap
proach situations and people.

To provide spiritual
leadership, eaclt^ dass
council includes a class
Qi What is on your
chaplain.This year's chap
lains are freshman Kent
heart right now for the
Q: What is on your
Davenport, sophomore
junior class?
heart right now for
Keith Davenport, junior
Q: What are your the sophomore class? A: My heart right now for the
Joel Heald and senior
goals as chaplain for A: The desire to know
junior class is that we would
Julia Bridges. In addition
be a people who learn to em
the freshmen class?
what is on the hearts of my
toserving on class coun
body the attributes of the king-,
classmates. I love to hear •
cil, these representatives
A: “ My goals as class chaplain stories of how God is working dom of God in our lives —that
serve on the Spiritual are very similar to my pas in their hearts. I want to
God would shape and mold
us into a people who are his
Life Council, led by Vice sion. I just want the freshman know how I can pray for my
people
who seek his eternal
President of Spiritual Life Mass to draw near to God. I class, and I want to know
purposes for our lives. It’s the
McCartha McKenzie. One want God to use me as an in-:, what they need to hear from
whole
thing about living life in
of the main responsibili strument in his hands to do me as their chaplain and
the
“not
yet” kingdom of God
.whatever needs to be done to friend.
ties of a class chaplain is
that is breaking into the world
accomplish this.’?
to orgahize a chapel ser-;
today through our lives. It’s a
Q: What are your
fun con£§pt.
vice for their class each
Q: Could you give a goals as chaplain for
semester. This semester,
preview about the first the sophomore class? Q: What are some of
class chapels will be held
class, chapel? .
your goals as chaplain
Nov. 8. The four class
A: My only goal as class
for the junior class?
chaplains have specific
A:. I'm really excited about chaplain is to be obedient“ “
ideas, goals and passions clas®bhapel on Nov. 8. I’m to speak when God says to
A: My.goals as class chaplain
for this school year..
excited to see what God i$ go- ■rspeak, to pray when God says
■are
to serve in the position that
ing to do and how God is ■go to pray, and to dct when God
T
have
been given, and serve to
ing “ o speak. I ’m enthused ■says to act.
my fullest potential as well as
about the opportunity ■to let
continually becoming an ap
God use me as I preach to the Q: Could you give
proachable and compassionate
f r e s h m e n I ’m not only a preview about me
person.
excited about preaching, but
first
class
chapel?
Ian excited about the worship
Q: Could you give a
experience. As I’ve been lis
A: It’s going to be stinkin’
preview about the first
tening to the band practice, l
amazing. Joel Thomas is
knoyithat they wttl do a marclass chapel?
leading worship, Matt Lyldls
^Veloupjob leading the freshheading up a drama team and
§®u|nclasljntb worship. •
A: There will be a message,
the Spirit is preparing within
communion and worship in
me a sermon. Start praying
that order. I want to try some
about it now.
thing new, and I’ll explain it in
chapel.

Kent
Davenport

Qr What is your pas
sion as freshmen class
chaplain?

Keith
Davenport Joel
Heald

Julia
Bridges

A: My passion for the fresh
men class is that we all draw
nearer to God— that we yearn
for God [and] that we have
a des&i to be in God’s pres-£
ence.

Q; What is on your
heart right now for the
freshmen class?
Q: What is your
passion as sophomore
A: Don’t get too caught up in.
getting involved. Don’t get so das» chaplain?
busy that you don’t have time
to spend with God. Give your
self time everyday to | | t down
and talk to God and to read his~
word. .Sometimes, T don’t al

A: The mission statement
at thechurch where I grew
up To-know God and to
make Him known.” This is
also on my heart. God has

Qj What is your pas
sion as junior class Q : What is your p asf
chaplain?
sion as senior class
chaplain?

A: My passion as the junior
.v &
class chaplain
is
for
God
to
*
w
.
—
.
|
,
, .
„
.
A: My passion as class chaplain
continually form me into a

is Jesus and seeing him move
in all of our lives on campus.
While I don’t always feel ad
equate as a spiritual leader to
my class, I always want them
to know how much God cares
for them. I know that so much
of what we’re searching for is
to be found in the loving arms
of our Father, and-I’m blessed
to see how his love is already
at work among us.

Q: What is on your
heart right now for the
senior class?
A: Prayer is on my heart big
time. I know that nothing
good happens unless we pray
because every good thing is
from God, and he gives to
those who ask. I can’t imagine
how much God could show us
and the places he could lead us
if we only humble ourselves
and seek him in prayer. Also,
I’ve noticed so many good
things that God is doing in
and through the senior class.
I believe that we care very
much about truth and justice,
and meeting the needs of the
world. My prayer is that God
will show us how his kingdom
is coming here on earth and
how we can be a part. My de
sire is that our hope would be
firmly established in Christ.

Q: What are some of
your goals as chaplain
for the senior class?
A: Be sensitive to the leading
of the Spirit So far, I have
strongly sensed God calling
his people to pray, so one of
my goals is to encourage the
senior class, and the whole
student body, to be people of
prayer.

Q: Could you give a
preview of the first
class chapel?
A: Class chapel this semes
ter will probably be a quieter,
more reflective time of wor“
ship and focusing on God’s
work in and through us. My
hope is that each senior will
feel connected together, with
one another, and with Christ
- that we can leave chapel be
ing encouraged in our lives as
disciples of Christ.
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Missions fair hosts Christ Central Ministries
By Bethany Sackett
Spiritual Life editor

Even though the in- .
There were 30 booths temship is mainly about leam-B
set up at the Mission Fair in ing to minister to the less fortu
Chalfant Hall for last Thurs nate, Seabright sag| that their
day’s chapel. In other words, program is willing to follow
there were 30 opportunities to the guidelines for most areas
seek out and find a mission or of study in order for a student
ganization that the entire stu to receive the required criteria
dent body could make a con for their major.
Seabright said, “We
nection with.
Among the 30 booths,, need interns in education, all
there were ministries that rep areas of ministry, counseling®
resented overseas missions, social work, journalism, com
domestic work and witness munications and medical. You
trips, several summer camps name it and we can work with
it”
and much more.
The internship isn’t
Sophomore
Cathy
Haynes said, “It [the missions always easy. Students will
fair] was interesting. I re travel into the heart of down
ally wanted to find a ministry town Columbia, SC., to feed
where I can incorporate my more than 150 homeless per
gifts, talents and area of study sons at the Columbia Mission
station. They will conduct and
too.”
Haynes found that organize activitiH for children
mission station. It was Christ in a women and children’s O livet students pose for a picture during their mission trip to South Carolina diS§hg
shelter, the Hannah House»
Central Ministries (CCM).
last school year's spring break..
Submitted Photo
CCM is a ministry solely de and participate in a summer
voted to enriching the impov school program for less fortu-H;
CCM offerU several
stations was that the people “When we asked ter an offer
erished communities through nate children at the New Ellenthere were so desperate to be ing, there were some that lit-l opportunities for a variety of
13 mission stations across the ton Mission Station. There are
loved. It was like that every erallv ran to the collection bin people, regardless of major
state of South Carolina. The plenty more stations in which
where you went. They were so to give the few cents that they > or passions, to minister to the
ministry is a not for profit or the intern will experience in
hungry.”'
had. It was an eye-opening e x -. hurting in South Carolina.
ganization that is continuously tense ministry.
F o r more informa
Even
if
students
aren’t^;
perience to see that those \vho
Seabright said, “You
looking for volunteers to min
tion
regarding
summer intern
able to participate in the sum have nothing are willing to
ister and interns for their sum j will experience and see things
ships,
contact
the
Director of
mer internship, CCM encour give-sis much as they can, and
mer internship program. This that you may never have seed;
ages;'those who are able to me who nfw plentylts not so Internships Chad Seabright at
is why a lot of Olivet students'4 before, and you will come to
(HMbriglrt@fccinS.org or visit
^volunteer
by ministering dur-i ready to give.”
are interested in this particular realize what care ministry is
He added, “What I re- thd^H blie at www.christcening spring break. In fact, CCM
all about.”
ministry organization.
Senior nursing ma has seen Olivet studemiPcome ally learned at Christ Central tral.info. FoîPmore informa
Director of Internships!
down every spring break Lor- was that there are so many. tion^FeSarding the Olivet 2007
Chad Seabright said, “We want jor Becky Lyle shas an intern
the past several years.
peopl||wh(j need love. It fi ppring break trip contact Julia
interns to partner with us- and last summer with CCM. She
Sophomore
Kenny nally makes sense - what Jesus.- Bridges a t ’jbridgel® olivet,
help us. train people through *said, “The summer internship
Delaney
was
one
of
the
Olivet frwas and still is. He is love, and edu.
different ministries.” He also taught me to depend on Christ
. Students who traveled to South in being called to be like-him,
^ a id , “The goal of the intem- on a whole new level.” She
Carolina during last year’s; we too are to love,Po matter
I'ship is to experience care min- also said, “The biggest thing
Spring
break. Reflecting on a the circumstances
that hit me about the missions*
istry.’f l
certain ministry site he said,

Students rock to raise funds, save babies
Olivetians promote pro-life causes through Mock 4 Life
By Bethany Sackett and

------------- Amy Kistner

Shine.fm DJ, Seth Hurd or the four-hour event.
“Tower” was the emcee for the
Spiritual Life editor and writer
They received pledges
event. Greg Keel, and Heidi to rock before the event. Many
In honor of aborted Hansen of Open Bible Center of the teams from Olivet went
babies who never had the op pr o v i d e d
portunity to be rocked. one entertainhundred volunteers, including m e n t ,
32 Olivet students, rocked in along with
rocking;.chairs to raise more O l i v e t ’ s
than $11,000 for the Crisis S p o o n s
Pregnancy Center at Rock 4 for Forks
Life held on Saturday, Oct. 21 i mp r o v i at Open Bible Center (CPC) in s a t i o n a l
Kankakee.
comedy
The event lasted team and JENNIFER FAULKNER
form 9 Lm. to 1 p.m. The to musi ci an
tal amount raised was $1,000 Jake Ran
around to the various dorms
more than the CPC’s goal.
dall.
and apartment buildings dur-,
The CPC has been
Olivet’s pro-life group,; ing open dorms and Collected
involved in Kankakee for 13 Olivetians for Life (OFL), pro donations.for the CPC.
years, while Rock 4 Life has moted this event on campus.
Co-president of the
been raising funds for the last Olivet students made up eight OFL Elena Norman said,
eight years.
teams of four. Each team mem “There were .some random
Olivet graduate and ber rocked for one hour during miscommunications and lack

in planning with regards to
rides to the Rock, but it all
worked out and the group was
all able to serve.”; 4
The CPC wiU
be able to use these
funds in order to'suf
ficiently operate and
to help support those
who are in need of
their services. '
r
Sophomore
Jesse Briles rocked in
his chair for an hour,
and then he volun
teered for the remain^
deroftheday.
He said,
have al
ways participated in pro-life
events since I was in element
tary school. I believe in the
cause and the CPC.”
While attending the
fundraiser,: Briles had the op

"[Seeing a two-week old
baby] really opens your eyes
to what we're fighting for."

portunity to volunteer in the
nursery.
“It reminds you why
you are doing i t s Briles said.
ggYou do it so there will be kids
to enjoy just like those ones
who were in the nursery.”
Sophomore Jennifer
Faulkner also attended the
event and is a member of the
OFL.
She said, “I think lt’s
very important to help out with
the cause. Kankakee County
has the Slghest STD and preg
nancy rate in the state.” 7
She reflected on . a
memorable highlight from the!
day, “There was a two-week
old baby. jShe was1beautiful
and so perfect. It really opens
your eyes to what we’re fight
ing for.”
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Football team perseveres through struggles
MEN’S FOOTBALL
Strong.
By Hannah Witt___________
Sports editor

The men’s - football
team is on a two game winning
streak as they move into the
last three games of the season.
With a record pf 2-6,.
the team recently decided it
was time to start over and re
focus. “We are not doing well
in the winning aspect;” Coach
Gary Newsome said. “ And we
don’t Want to get coififortable
with losing^' To start the **hew” sea*
ison, the coaches re-introduced
themselves and refocused their
new goals.
“Our goals were to
make playoffs, win the league
and then have a winning seaifon,” coach Newsom® said.
“The current goal iit to win out,
.the i ^ t of the season. I believe
thatM ll be a great springboard’
iM # n * « tii! # ig andi spring
ball.”
Junior
Dighl,;comments that while his team
may not be succeeding in their
original team goals,7*they are
in fact exceeding the goals-0^
beoming a family, persever
ing u ntil:® end and finishing

In the same way, Newsome said that despite the es
sence of a tough season, along:
.With one of the hardest sched
ules in the NAIA conference,
he is proud of his players and
how the have reacted.
Although the team
has a losing record, they have
grown in different areas,off the
field. •
“We are a family and
.losing bring^ us closer than
even winning can because each
player has to pick someone up
and then someone picks them
up. It
really neat to see,*fj
coach Newsome said.
One of the reasons the
team has bonded Welt together
can be attributed to Freedom
Groups.
Freedom Groups are",
player-led small group Bible
Btudies YheKootball team has
Conducted since 2001. The
motto of these groups fe “Foot
ball1players* in step with the
Spirit, living freedom.”
Current%S there' are
four groups that meet, Monday
through T&ursday nightsMvith
approximately 40 students at
tending.
Senior Aaron Palmer
mas been a part of theiie groups'

Running back, senior Billy Lawrence, struggles against to Bacone defenders. Lawrence had 31
carries and ran for a total of T37 yards,The Tiger offense was able to put together over 300
yards of offense as the won their second straight game of the season.

Photo by Denton Hird/lmages Editor
for thg past four years and
now-a-leader of the Tuesday
night group along with junior
Dan Walker.
/ ‘Freedom
groups^

allow us to connect to our
teammates on a higher, more
spiritual level and to help each
other out in areas of struggle.
It really helps the team from
an evangelical s ta n d p o in t
Palmer said.
Walker also Is thank
ful for the experience because
g t gives him a chance to get to

know the players in a different
way as well as to grow in his
spiritual walk.
Coach Newsome is
a strong supporter of these
groups and of the players who
lead them.
“You can win football
games,” he said, “But with this!
See Football» PAGE #10
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195 N. Kennedy Dr.
(next to Perry Farm)

U.S. AIR FORCE
CROSS INTO THE BLUE

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

932-4800

Daily Spectate
Ho u r s
Mon- T hu
Fm & S at

11:00 AM
11:00 AM

- Midnight

S unday

Noon

- Midnight

-1:00 AM

ONU CAMPUS SPECIAL

T IG E R S P E C IA L

Large 14” P izza
with Your Favorite Topping

Extra Large16” Pizza
w/Your Favorite Topping

& Two 20-oz. C o kes
only $ 9 . 9 9 !
Delivery to ONU Campus Only
Lim ited time offer. Not valid with,
other offers. Customer pays tax.

only $9.99!
Add Your Favorite Sides -Breadsticks,
Cheesesicks, Chickensttps, Cinnapie
Dessert and 2-liters for a greatprice!
Delivery to ONU Campus Only
Lim ited tim e offer. Not valid with

Joe s Automotive Inc
Car running rough?

Check Engine light on?

More men and women on the front lines are survttfjng life-threatening injuries than ever before

See

for one.reason: We hav^the most elite nurses in the world. As a U.S. Air Force nurse, you receive
the most advanced training and have access to the best medical technology on the planet. And

Cedjfled

Larry Nottke
Electrical Specialist .

whether you’re treating Airmen on foreign soil or their families on bases here in the U.S., you can
put all of that training to use. If you’re interested in learning more about a better place to practice
medicine, call or visit us online.

1- 800- 588- 5260 • AIRF0RCE.COM/HEALTHCARE

937-9281
560 S. Washington, Kankakee
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WorldSeries 2006:A
beautiful thing
by injuries all year, spent the
majority of the year with So
Taguchi in centerfield rather
than perennial All-Star Jim
Edmonds. They spent a large
portion of time without their
Gold Glove third baseman
Scott Rolen.
They Ppent
stretches of the season without
David Eckstein and Albert
Pujols. Jason Isringhausen
ended up on the disabled .list ‘
after a season-ending surgery,
leaving the closing duties to
By Jimmy Street
Sports writer the young, but effective Adam
Wainright. They lost Mark
Although the World
Mulder before actually losing
Series could be over by the time him, as Mulder posted horrid
you actually
numbers before
read thispiit’s
reaching
his
something that
destination
on
is worthy of "That is the beau the disabled list.
discussion.
ty of this entire
The wounded
This year’s
C
a r d i n a l ;S
series. It is a story
fall
classic
backed into the
is something based on two
post
season^
of
beauty,
and even the'
teams that are
something
most die' hard
of
happy- not supposed to
Cardinal fans
e n d i n g s , be h e re ."
doubted
this»
something of
team’s chances ,
perseverance
against the New
and something
York Mets, if not the Padres as
that just flat out makes you feel
well.
good.
But after unpredictable
Although the Detroit Tigers outings by Jeff Weaver and
have been one of thè most Jeff Suppan, the Cardinals^
dominant teams in the game found a way to make their way
this year, their recent history '
into the NLCS.
has been all but dominant.
There, the Cardinals were
The Tigers have hovered an extreme underdog against
around .500 for the past two the Mets, but they found a
seasons before their near 100- way to take the series to seven
win season this year, but just games. Tied 1-1 in the top
three years ago, the Tigers, of the ninth inning, Yadier
who still have nine of the Molina, who is well-known for
players from the 2003 roster, his defense, crushed a ball into
■lost 119 games.
the "New York night over the
What’s the difference?
left field fence and not even
The
emergence Endy Chavez could bring it
of Justin Verlander, the back. The Cardinals escaped a
acquisition of Kenny Rogers bases loaded predicament with
and a supporting cast of Cardinal killer Carlos Beltran
pitching that added up to the at the plate in the bottom of
best pitching staff in baseball the ninth. In that moment,
in 2006. Oh, and that Leyland in the midst of an unlikely
guy is pretty good at motivating celebration, people started to
and managing.
believe.
Stir that into the mix
And that is the beauty of
a solid lineup of young hitters this entire series. It is a story
and the blessing of no injuries, based on two teams that aren’t
and you get exactly what you supposed to be here; a story
have; a World Series team.
hivolving perseverance, one
The St. Louis Cardinals are happy-ending and memories
nearly always a front-runner for for two of America’s best
the National League pennant, baseball cities. Win or lose,
but this year is different This this World Series is a feel-good
year is totally different.
story and it is beautiful.
The Cardinals, plagued

stuff you can win a lifetime.”
Along with growing
spiritually off the field, the
team is challenged to grow
spiritually on the field.
,“We have each player
take a prayer of femeone else
and pray for* that person. It
is amazing how many close
friends die in accidents and
family members are diagnosed
with cancer. It puts the 2-6 re
cord into perspective,” coach
Newsome said.
Coach Newsome is
proud of his players both on
and off the field.
“The men are playing

hard and giving all they have
and that is all you can ask,”
he said. “You would think it
would get harder for them ...'
but because of the character
and quality of these kids, they
haven’t quit.”
A few of the players
that have done well recently;
include three captains: Andy
Kizzee, Chris Bjorkland and
Steve Robbins, who have all
kept the defense together with
excitement^ and enthusiasm,
according to coach Newsome.
Diehl believes the
team’s greatest accomplish
ment so far this season is per
severing throughout the hard
times.

“For us to stick to
gether as a team and continue
as individuals working to get
better at our job, when you
play half a season seeing no
positive result^ is to me an
awesome achievement. ... It is
evidence of everyone’s com
mitment to our team and to our
teammates,” Diehl said.
It is this unfailing p e rl
severance that the team counts
on to carry them throughout
the rest of the season.
The next game will be
at the University of S t Franci®
in Joliet, 111. at 1 p.m. on Satur
day, Oct. 28.

Hard work pays off for
men’s cross country
MEN’S CROSS COUNTRY
By Amy Kistner
“We’re predominantly September as base work and
freshman and sophomores, so trained inten|||V in October,
The ONU Men’s Cross
there’s a huge learning curve' |p jjl would lo t mentally bum
Country team . has been on
witjf our athletes!’ McDowell out due to a long season.”
a rollercoaster ride much of
' Fay has employed his
said. “The biggesfi struggle
this season, but optimism is in
own
set
of strategies.
Ts getting the new athletes to
the hearts of both players and
“Putting in the miles il|§
realize that ’collegiate running
coaches.
is Very different from the high the key to everything. The
The team has competed
workouts are extremely tough M
School version.”
in five of their eight scheduled
Each runner has had but it’ll4definitely pay off in
meets of the season thus far.
individual struggles: along the end,” Fayl|l<$i *Our
“It’s been an up and down
the way. Gerber said that his is awesome and is going to.
venture so far but everything
biggest Struggles have been take us a long way.”
indicates that Jjjg: could be a
The team ^looking ahead
with injuries?, attitudes and
lot better 'coming down the
to
the
pop season, but in the
dealing with the long length of
post-season stretch,” said head •
mean
time, McDowell still
the season.
coach Mike McDowell, who
As a freshman, Fay has* thinks the team could Use a
has been head opach of both
had his own set of struggles to little work in some areas.
the men’s and women’s crossS
“The biggest area the
deal with.
country teams as well as the
“Coming in as a freshman team needs to improve in is v
men’s and women’s track and
racing five miles ¡instead of commitment,^ he said. ,1Tn
field teams for the past six years.
three waa* difficult to adapt to high school, ||g h te r d a y s|
The last meet, which was
at the beginning of the season,” are the norm for a lot of
held on Oct. 14, was the Tiger
programs, whereas in college,!
he said.
Invitational, where the team
might
days are few -and farther
Even though the team has
kept the first place honors here
Making
that
had its share of struggles, they between. •
at home.
are finding ways to overcome transition is a big growth period
The team started the season
obstacles and bond as a team. for incoming freshmen.”
Very goal focused.
Coach Newsome says the
McDowell has had an anchor
McDowell gave the team
team’s hard work i || paying
of upperclassmen to rely on.
the number one goal of winning
“I’ve relied on a Tew of off.
the NAIA Regional meet.
“I feel the younger athletes are
onr returners to set examples
“We basically gave it away
for the athletes new to the just now starting to experience
lastyear, and we wantto redeem
program ^ McDowell said.- the difference in their*
ourselves” McDowell said.
' “It’s definitely a hindrance not athletic performances from
Along with the overall team
having more leadership, but the ¡Increased demands I ’ve
goal, some of the players have
our returners do provide great placed on them,” McDowell
set personal goals. Sophomore
said. “And, according to their
leadership.” ,
Alex Gerber wants to be
Individual runners also performance at the Tiger
consistent, while freshman
use their own strategies Invitational, it seems like all
Benjamin Fay wants to be part
to overcome the obstacles of their hard work is. starting to
of the top five or six on the
each one faces, Gerber has pay off. Hopefully, the Tigef^
team.
been using various training men will be able to keep up
Although the team is
methods to help h im ^if not be the momentum and do well in
goal-oriented, it has run into a
overcome by the long seasqn. both the NAIA Regionals here
few obstacles along the way.
- “My strategies have been at Olivet on Nov. 4, and at
According to McDowell^
a different training outlook^’ Nationals, which are coming
the two biggest ones were the
Gerber said. ' “I used the up on Nov. 18 in Louisville,Ky.
numerous injuries and younger
months of August and
demographics of the team.
Sports writer
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JOHNSON

«CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

Where we want the spirit to
be, there he will be.
In all honesty, when

held a lot of students. When I
came back for prientation and
the freshman dinner, I realized

one thing. And while that
may be irritating for some,
it’s awesome that we have a

told, to live a simpler life
and give ourselves to Christ;
yet again Olivet-is about to "We must consider what image this gives out for the community
embark on the antithesis of we are surrounded by. We live in communion with the poorest
this idea.
We need to be able communities in Illinois and the US."
to find a happy medium.
We also need to be able to »-KT JOHNSON
have the funds to improve
housing,
and
expand
our homing.
Not by
building that can be used for
buying up more apartments I first came to Olivet, what that the same place where I
concerts, prayer breakfasts,
throughout the community, impressed me was Chalfant had worshipped was the same
etc.
and then the next day can
place
where
I
was
eating.
but by expanding on Williams, Hall. It was very different from
be
used
as a place of worship.
We are one of a very
all the other schools that I had
McClain, Chapman, etc.
While
I
do
Also, a place o h visited.' The chapel was much few schools that can utilize
acknowledge
the
fact
that
its
chapel
for
more
than
just
worship is a place of worship. more modem, much cleaner and

PAYNE

<CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

Chapel is a big part of
the Olivet experience, yet how
much money have we actually
spent on it? N oting, unless
yofi, count
ivhich
was built-% i| back |ti 1963,
and also f u n ^ & l ^ a multi
purpose facility. The people
who are donating are rallying
behind constructing a building

where we, the student body, The money is there because
can worship together as one. - o f the chapel. Donators feel
Some may argue that if it is a worthy cause and helps
we have that much money, why show where Olivet places its
not put it towards something emphasis. Imagine driving
else, like a new dorm. That onto Olivet’s campus for the
ris a legitimate point. On the
time and seeing that the
flip side, how much money do most prominent building is
you think V?ould be donated % chapel. That is not to say
S /ra lly behjnd constructing a we are a school that focusesi
dorm called Nesbitt or some merely on images. Olivet is
other name? The cliapel isgiot much more than an image, but
there because of the money/5 this building does Show where'

L
e
t
t
e
r
if
V J

we place our emphasis and
that we are willing to trust God
with our funds.
For five years now,
the A-team has discussed and
prayed about the possibility
of a new chapel. That means
there is almost five years of
prayer behind this project from
those five Godly men and their
¿spouses. If you’re like me,
you keep our leaders in prayer
because they reallyHieed that

to t he
51SPSS

Olivet is growing quickly, I
cannot stand by and say that
we should use an exuberant
amount of money for our
own pleasure.
Let’s face it, while we
may be worshipping God,
the chapel is being built for
us and the alumni —not for
him.
God wants us to
worship him and serve him.
And that worship can occur
in any building on campus/
even if it does not cost $22
million..
Let’s serve Him, the
community around us and
those in need through this
money.

support. I pray weekly with
one of the A-Team members,
Woody Webb, in his office on
our knees. I know for a fact
that the A-Team gets their
prayer on. If these Holy Spirit
filled men feel led to build
a structure dedicated to God
and worship, then who am I to
challenge their call?

editor
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Student w rites to sa y m oney could be used fo r better causes
USD.” This was in reference trafficked into the U.S. each would also, greatly enhance
to slaves in Sudan. This means ^ear!” Imagine if Olivet and spiritual life. Instead of just
In the Oct. 16 issue that instead of building a their donors freed every slave reinforcing the image of the
disconnected ivory tower, our
of the GlimmerGlass, : we . chapel, Olivet and their donors alive in the US.
university would
learned that Olivet wilLbe
actually be acting
adding a new chapel building
on behalf of our
on campus. The cost of this
spiritual b elief^
im a g in e how well such expenditures could
building, according to the
It also seems
article, was approximately
accomplish the goals associated with the new
obvious
that
$22 million dollars. What are
chapel.
this
undertaking
the university’s teasonslfor
.
would
bring
this massive êkpenditure? “
»-GREGORY WICKENKAMP
incredible
As I understand it, the
positive press to
reasons are: it » ill enhance
Olivet.
the sense of community by
There
bringingallstudentsphysically
are
a
variety
of
together during chapel, it will
Imagine how well such ways.that Olivet and members
enhance spiritual life and it could free more than 300,000
expenditures could accomplish of the Centennial Campaign
will enhance the image of our slaves’
Or, maybe we could the goals associated with the Committee could start the ball
institution.
According to Tom focus on a more local goal. new chapel. To know that we, rolling on this project. One
Beardei};: a reporter for PBS According;, to the advocacy as students, go to an institution way Is to 'explore existing
already
who wrote on modem slavery, group, Free the slaves, “The that makes such an incredible infrastructures
U.S.
government
estimates
that
difference in the world would committed to helping free
“The going rate for a human
being is the equivalent of 50 14,5000 to 17,5000 people are surely bring m s together. It those held in bondage. The

Dear Editor, •

International Justice Mission
(IJM) comes to mind. Visit
ijm.org for more information.
A
more
indirect
approach would be to help
eliminate the poverty in the
world that breeds slavery.
Heifer international is an
organization working hard
to accomplish this goal.
Visit heifer.org for more
information.
I personally do not
plan on ever donating to Olivet
unless? they can find better
. things to invest their money iaB
I hope you don’t either.
Sincerely,
Gregory Wickenkamp

G

l im m e r

Should Olivet build the Centennial Chapel?
Let us know at glimmerglass.olivet.edu.
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Do we need a $22 million chapel?
Forum co-editor says new chapel bringsfocus on m oney a n d o ff o f G od
By KT Johnson
Forum co-editor

For the past two
weeks, chapel speakers have
talked to us about giving
ourselves away and living a
simpler lifestyle. Yet in the
midst of these talks, the Olivet
student body through our very
own GlimmerGlass found out
about the proposed Centennial
Chapel at an estimated $22
million.
When
■students
discovered the price, many
[¡were outraged. And I don’t
blame them. $22 million is
just l/3rd the nominal GDP of
a small country called Kiribati,
according
to
Wikipedia
Encyclopedia.
In South
Carolina, they are building a
Children’s research *institute
to try and cure new diseases
at the price of $36 million,
according to MUSC Children’s
Hospital’s website/
It’p obvious that this
university has a dollar figure
that exceeds what is needed
even for the centennial.
While I realize that money is
not everything, when you are
21 years old and in debt up to
your eyebrows, money plays a
big role.
On the other side of the
tablé is by building thilfhapel,
enrollment will most likely be
¿ ■capped because we are “land
locked.?’ A faculty member
recently made note about this
and how Olivet would have
to decide if a Nazarene or a
student with a 36 GPA would
be accepted.
What does that mean

n i r a i 1i w
*»
for the academic part of this
university?
How can we
justify not only the cash, but
also the impending future
expense of not letting in good
academic students even if they
»■¿■¿I
aren’t Christian?
The other issue that
many students, and myself
find with this proposed chapel
is the question of who is to
I.T,
raise money, The committee *
has asked faculty to help raise
money by donating for this
chapel, and while that is an
excellent idea; what about the
fact that our faculty deserve to
be paid more?
While
professors
around
the
country
unfortunately do not get paid
what they deserve, the faculty
at Olivet deservefi a raise,
especially . since' the cost of
living is rapidly growing a s ;
well.
And
what
about
scholarships^' for students?
What about those who
H m l
barely afford to go here, and
will graduate with the debt of
a small house?'■
Also,
we
must
consideiNvhat image this gives
out for the community we are
surrounded by. We live in
communion with the. poorest
communities
in
Illinois,
and the- U.S. “Statistically,
[Pembroke Township] is one
of the poorest communities in
the illation,” according to the
«;|ï»■
»
W * t’,:
Illinois Department of Human
Services. And Olivet wants to
erect a $22 milliofi project for
the Olivet community.
We were asked, if not

mm
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Graphic by Chris Sanders

Payne says to support our administrators
Student bodypresiden t encourages students to support the decision to build
By Aaron Payne
Forum writer

The
Centennial
Chapel: to be or not to be?
As it stands now, it looks like
it is to be, but is it worth the
cost? The project is budgeted
for nearly $22 million. No one
can argue that $22 million is
not a lot of money. Yet, where
are the dollars really going?
With
all
the
conversation I have had with
the faculty, the reason that
a large amount of money is
needed is due mostly in part to
the shear size of the structure.

Let’s put it in perspective. A people, but it would be tight North Campus did with more for offices and perhaps even
couple years ago, College The new chapel would be able than three times .the amount some classrooms, assuming the
budget allows once the
Church began
•
-final
costs are calculated.
constructi on
If
Olivet
tried to build
on a building
"For
five
years
now,
the
A-team
has
discussed
and
that artist’s - sketch that
that we all
was on last issue’s front
know
now prayed about the possibility of a new chapel.That
page,* the budget would
as the North
means there is almost five years of prayer behind this easily exceed fife present
Campus. The
status. I know that many
church spent project from those five Godly men and their spouses *
people
are worried that
almost
two
thQ' building is going
to three times »-AARON PAYNE
to be extravagant and
its
annual S T U D EN T BO D Y PR ESID EN T
excessively
ornate.
operating cost
A fter. talking with Dr.
to
construct
Bowling,
this is not likely to
of
seats.
Not
only
will
it
seat
that building. I have been told to seat 3,000 and it costs almost
be
the
case.
3,000,
but
there
will
be
an
area
it could po&ably seat about 900 exactly three times what the

